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Horizon Zero Dawn Walkthrough Video from reddit.com Horizon Zero Dawn 2 Walkthrough Video | Horizon Zero Dawn Gameplay. , by YS.7.8K subscribers. GOOGLE PLUS .Q: User Input As Variable A Function B I'm making a basic calculator which prompts the user to insert their name, works perfectly fine and then a function takes their input, processing it into a
variable that will be used in the rest of the code. However, I'm having trouble figuring out a way to use the variable as a function name, it keeps giving a 'too few parameters' error, I can't get around this, maybe the logic of it isn't the most efficient? this is my code: def inputName(): name = input('Enter your name: ') return name def showName(): print ('Your
name is', name) def calculate(): inputName() name = input('Enter the amount you want to calculate: ') value = int(name) calc = value - 1 showName() print ('Calculations are', calc) def sum(): inputName() name = input('Enter the amount you want to calculate: ') value = int(name) calc = (value) + 1 showName() print ('Sum is', calc) def difference(): inputName()
name = input('Enter the amount you want to calculate: ') value = int(name) calc = (value)
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